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INTRODUCTION 
The electronic, missile, and atomic technologies are making 
science a part of our daily lives to an extent we have never ex-
perienced before. Taxes are paid to support national scientific 
objectives. People are employed in the industries that work to 
bring .research and development . to the logical reality of provid-
ing us with the hardgoods that these programs create. Our edu-
cational institutions are teaching skills that weren't even known 
a few _years ago. Wages have been influenced by the requirements 
for more specialization and talent. 
The Aerospace Age has given us new equiprnents and new tech-
nologies which have made our lives more comfortable and our in-
dustry more efficient. We have improved upon medical techniques 
and increased the life span of our people. 
These times, as you see, have been marked by tremendous de-
mands upon science and technology to defend the Nation, to explore 
s pace, to take the drudgery out of labor, and to improve the Na-
tion's standard of living. The effects of these demands are all 
around us, but one big, underlying effect often goes unnoticed. 
Science has become the rallying cry for the forces of the so-
called free world and the forces of the communist world, and the 
big effect is this: No longer can we separate the economy into 
either a "peace" or a "war" economy in the old sense. We are in 
a battle both militarily and economically. The result of losing 
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the battle . in either the mi litary or economic spheres is the 
same - subjugation by the communis t s. To speak today of de-
fense to mean only guns, missiles, and atomic warheads is as 
obsolete as the horse cavalry. 
The practical realization that we are going to have to expand 
the ranks of the scientists and technologists if we are to sur-
vive militarily or economically begins to emerge. In the Aero-
space ~ge we cannot allow ourselves to ignore the direct 
relationships between our scientific posture and our ability to 
defend ourselves against communism. 
Gentlemen may cry peace, but there is no peace. Our friends 
from some of the free , democratic, yet beseiged nations have 
been in this conflict field for almost twenty years. Space, for 
all its magnanimous claims about furthering the status of all men 
everywhere, is in reality the technological battleground where 
the communists and the free societies are fighting for the control 
of men's minds and for the control of resources not yet known. 
As an engineer I am proud that such improvement~ have been ac -
complished by my profession, but I worry that these by-products may 
turn our heads from the true mission of our times - namely, the job 
of breathing a new resurgence back into the moral fiber of our people. 
Without such a revival we will not be around long enough to reali;e 
the comforts of and accruals or advantages wrought by the Aerospace Age. 
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To emphasize the significance of this underlying effect of 
the Aerospace Age, reflect on this statement by Barbara Ward, 
one of our leading educators and economists: "Over the last dec-
ade, we in the Western World have become more and more aware of 
being under steady, undermining attack. We have felt our insti-
tutions threatened, our aims ·thwarted, our pretensions mocked. 
After three hundred years of world-wide dominance, nothing in our 
experience prepares us for this sense of insecurity; our temptation 
is to .. lash out at it blindly and angrily. But there is no safety 
in such reactio~s. We must know 'where we are and whither we are 
tending'. Otherwise, we shall fight against symptoms, not causes, 
and battle with shadows, whereas our real struggle is with the 
angel of history itself." 
An article carried in ~ Force Magazine some time ago high-
lighted the idea I am presenting this way: "The years ahead 
will face us with many space achievements and thereby will r~quire 
of our citizens ster~, costly, and imaginative participation in 
programs to meet and surmount the many complex challenges with which 
our growing technology confronts us. To succeed in space and to suc-
ceed on Earth, we must learn to make the larger world of ideas the 
immediate environment of the individual. We must dedicate ourselves 
to a rugged pioneering spirit of self-sacrifice without losing our 
identity as individuals. We must obligate ourselves to skillfully 
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breck throu;h social 2nd econ · ~i c as well as scic~tific barriers . 
W2 sust discipli~c ourselves to make dc.iberate haste agninst a 
background of confusion. This is a. race \ve must ru-:~. - the race 
for an cnli.:;htened and involved public . " It is Hith this race 
that public relation~ ~ust deal . 
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The General Problem: 
Public Relations is new to the Research and Development Industry. 
Its role here is not well known or understood. In order to develop 
a more complete understanding of science and scientists so that we 
could better define and cope with problems which confront public 
relations practitioners, research was conducted on an employee 
public within an R&D organization. 
Some very important questions presented themselves in light of 
the objective. · When laymen think of science, what pictures come 
I 
to mind? 1 Boiling chemicals and elaborate layouts of test tubes? 
Huge machines clattering away with dutiful attendants rushing 
around them? Men quietly gazing through gigantic telescopes into 
outer space? 
How does a typical layman visualize a scientist? As a man in a 
white coat working in a laboratory? As a mad man creating a 
Frankenstein that could destroy mankind? Or as a humanitarian 
benefactor who gives little thought to himself_ or his family? 
lHillier Krieghbaum, Science The News and The Public 
(New York: New York University Press, 1958) , 
- 6 -
Importance of this Study : 
One must recognize that public relations is an effective manage-
ment tool when professionally used. Public relations, through 
special skills and techniques, communicates management's message 
to many publics. Through careful planning it can help develop a 
creative environment, raise employee morale, spur investments, 
sell corporate capability and accomplishments, and project a sue-
cessful, impressive corporate image. Needless to say, it can also 
raise profits and increase sales. Other less tangible benefits 
are also realizable through effective public realtions programs. 
Results of this study will contribute to the public relations 
body of knowledge. 
When a company considers profits, sales, production, quality, 
etc., it must also consider a factor of production; namely, the I 
! 
labor force. If the objective of the company is to build a nation- I 
t 
I 
ally recognizable ''image" for itself as a science leader, it should 
be interested in learning about its "image" internally as conceived 
by its employee public. It can be logically concluded that if the 
employee "image" is poor, the external public's image is no better. 
The research and development industry is very much concerned 
with wanting to project the most favorable "image" of its scien• 
tific leadership and capability. Results of this study will be , 
of value to the industry in developing effective company programs. 
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Definition of Some Terms: 
Rand D Organization - a corporation, company, or business dealing 
Image 
Science 
The Study Design: 
primarily with research and development in 
the applied and/or pure sciences. 
- any attitude, impression, or feeling ex-
pressed upon presentation of a statement, 
question, or word. 
- includes everything scientists discover 
about nature. It could be the discoveries 
about stars, or atoms, about the human body 
or mind - any basic discovery about how 
things work and why. Includes both basic 
2 
and applied science. 
The decision was made to personally interview individuals with 
the aid of an interview guide sheet. Although greater numerical 
and geographical coverage could have been realized by mailing out 
detailed questionnaires, the personal interview had definite, over-
riding advantages for this study in the light of the objective. 
2Hiller Krieghbaum, The Public Impact of Science in the Mass Media, 
(Ann Arbor: Institute for S~cial Research, University of Michigan, 
1958) 
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The Study De s ign: (Cont.) 
The investigator felt he could best uncover the underlying 
reasons and feelings and the personal images by the interview 
method because during the interview he would be able to: 
1. Achieve greater depth in the respondent's comments 
by probing for more information and additional data 
when necessary. 
2. ~ Establish rapport and thereby elicit certain personal 
answers which respondents might hesitate to put in 
writing on a questionnaire . 
Sampling Technique: 
A simple random sample was drawn in a systematic fashion 
from a complete universe numbered on employment lists. 
How Many Interviews? 
In order that the planning, interviewing and reporting might 
be as thorough as possible, a decision was made to conduct thirty 
interviews. 
No claim is made for the representativeness of this sample. 
Yet~ there are certain factors which., taken collectively, make· a 
very strong case for the probable representativeness. A factor 
which points to this probability is the following: Each person , 
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in the sample is a member of a definite social group. The images 
of this group stand a very good chance of being indicative of the 
images of similar groups across the nation, for " •••• there is one 
fact of importance about social attitudes (or images): they have 
a highly lawful distribution, being a function of group membership, 
of class and caste position. There is clear evidence of highly 
homogeneous views within sociological groupings."3 
Setting Up the Interviews: 
Telephone calls were made to the thirty persons whose names were 
randomly selected. The investigator explained to all of them that 
they had been selected to be interviewed, if they would agree, as 
part of a research project being conducted by a graduate student 
from Boston University. It was pointed out immediately that the 
purpose of the interview was to discuss science news and how they 
get it . As prospects were disqualified, or as they stated that 
they preferred not to be interviewed, other names were drawn from 
the total numbered universe by use of the table of random numbers. 
3solomon E. Asch, Social Psychology 
1952) pp. 522-523. 
I (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 
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How the Public Gets Its Science News 
Written material, particularly newspapers and magazines, was 
investigated as. a source of science news and information. A pre-
vious study conducted on a national public in 1957 concluded that 
newspapers were the primary media while television and magazines 
4 
ranked next with radio mentioned by 4 per cent. 
The readership surveyed showed ninety-four per cent read news-
papers with fifty-eight per cent reading more than one newspaper. 
Approximately three-quarters of the respondents read local daily 
papers and more than half of these also read weekly papers. Tables 
included in Appendix C provide further information on readership. 
The sequence of reading was of interest to the investigator 
so that true preference or out of the way effort was made on the 
part of the reader in his search for science news and informatio.n. 
Headlines and front -page stories were read first by sixty-
four per c~nt of the respondents. Comics and sports ranked second 
and third in preference to be read first. It is of interest to 
note that a relatively large ·segment of people continued to read 
through the paper in its entirety after making their initial 
choice. Nineteen per cent fell in this category. Sports and 
headlines were ranked equally at;> se.cond selections but after 
that one-third of the sample continued to read through. Headlines, 
4Hillier Krieghbaum, Science. the News . and the Public 
(New York: New York University Press, 1958) 
, 
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comics, sports, society, and advertisements ranked in that order 
of preference. One .. third of the respondents "skip over" sports, 
society ne>-IS, and comics. Stor.ies about ·local events were read 
all the way through by forty-four per cent. Stories about medi-
cine and health were next with forty-two per cent. In order of 
decreasing readership, the following subject matters were read 
all the way through: stories about ordinary people who happen 
to get ~ into the news (38) per cent, comics (30) per cent, society 
news (25) per cent, stories about crime (25) per cent, and stories 
about national politics (22) per cent. 
The real significance drawn from the preferential sequence of 
reading subject matter is that more than three-fourths were in fa-
vor of cutting down other stories for more science stories. Only 
one-fifth felt there was enough science in the paper. 
In selecting articles to be eliminated or cut down in order to 
provide more space f.or science news and information, more than one-
quarter suggested eliminating soc.iety i terns. Comics, sports, and 
ads followed in that order as cut out items. 
Eighty-six per cent read articles about science in magazines 
over the past year. Only 6 per cent failed to recall the general 
subject heading of what they read. Forty-two per cent recalled 
stories about various space vehicles and the Glenn Flight. Thirty; 
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six per cent recalled stories of medicine and health. Altogether, 
80 per cent or 8 out of 10 recalled some story about science which 
was read in a magazine. Only 6 per cent failed to recall. 
Fifty per cent mentioned popular bookstand public~tions in re-
calling names of magazines. Fourteen per cent mentioned professional 
technical publications. Seven per cent mentioned business publica-
tions. Almost one-fifth, 17 per cent, could not recall the name of 
the ~gazine. Twelve per cent gave no answer. 
Thirty per· cent felt the science stories they were interested 
in were very complete. Thirty-six per cent felt they were rather 
incomplete and 14 per cent gave no answer. 
Summary: 
1 . The R&D employee public has high interest in science news and 
information primarily promoted by real time scientific discussion 
conducted in their everyday working environment. 
2. All respondents had compl_eted a high school education. A high 
rate of readership is therefore justified and in agreement with the 
results of the national study. 
3. Since such a small percentage indicated satisfaction with the 
completeness of science stories, · there appears to be much room for 
science writing improvement. Industrial publications attempt to fill 
the gap but professional science writers and technical writers mutt 
be capable of interpreting appropriately for their reading publics. 
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Knowledge and Feelings About Science and Scientists: 
Following the questions asked to determine where the respond-
ents get their science news and information, the interviewees were 
asked, "From your point of view, what does it mean to study some-
thing scientifically?" 
Respondents stressed two qualities of thoroughness and analys'is. 
These two ideas were expressed in terms of "getting to the roots of 
things" and "taking things apart to see what makes them tick". These 
are really two ways of saying the same thing, althougn it was usually 
possible to ascertain an emphasis on thoroughness or analysis. Re-
search and analysis was stressed by 72 per cent. This response did 
not involve a discussion of the experimental method. Measurement 
with an emphasis on precision was mentioned by 8 per cent. 
Twenty per cent said they did not know what it meant to study 
something scientifically. 
Sununary: 
1. Many people see science as an especially thorough and analytical 
way of studying something. It seemed that there was no clear picture 
of science as particularly unique in its methods or in its criteria 
about what is valid and reliable knowledge. 
2. It appears that science is "over the headu or beyond the compre-
hension of a layman. It is of interest to note the eagerness of the 
, 
respondents to learn more about what science is about. 
- lL; -
S ···.-,arv : /Cont . ) 
3 . More people ~nd a good idea of w~~t was meant by ctudying so~e -
thing scienti~ically in the R & D study t han those interviewed in 
the National study . Eiz'.ty p-2r ce 1t c:{pressed some definitive idea 
\Ihereu.s 70 per cent of the :.;st:•:! ral public had more varied expressions . 
Only 20 ~)C:- ccr,:.: of "DON'T ~C' 0:-7" s 1o~:cd up in this study as compared 
to 27 per cent 1n the national study . 
4. T:1e invl'!stigator i.s o£ th~.:. opi:1ion that the \•7or:-c enviror ... -:1ent in 
this case had grcater influence on tho public' s knowledge of scientific 
study than did their educational level of achievements . It is appre -
ciated that education and experience go hand in hand but having science 
al l around you is a pretty 3ood edJcator. 
72% 
8 
20 
100 
N :; '36) 
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SCIE 'ITI::?IC STUDY 
Tho~ough~css; s~udyi~g it deeply, 
gcaing to tl12. bott)m of it 
Ana:ysis; takin3 it apart to sec 
it c.ic:~ 
Method s~rass2d; c.~ ., description 
0~ ~X?C::"'i~1C::l tc:~ 1 rr12 t LOd 
C;cn-mindcd 2?proach; skepticism; 
Sl!spcn.ded ju·..:.:;rr:2nt 
L~asurcment stressed 
E:~)loration of the unlm01vn 
Science is a collccti9n of facts 
Other, misc.;llaneous 
Misunderstood the question 
Do:1' t knm-J 
~ro::. ascertained 
i '~;:t·;.:io-r-_;-1._ s :.:~,J v 
------------
33% 
22 
10 
L;. 
2 
2 
2 
11 
5 
27 
.... 
.) 
~'-:~': 
N - (1919) 
National study tc~els tc nnre tha:J. 100 per cent because 
t~ore tl1an o::.'le :.·esi_Jonsc ,.t;·2.s given .. 
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Lir.·,it::: to th·~ :nnlic::bili:v of the: 3cienti£ic Appr- •ch 
~~2n ~~- ~d whether there ~re t1~ags that cannot be studied 
scien~ificaily, fifty percen~ of tl1~ respondents answered negative . 
Of those intervie\·7C:es ,.,:10 <J.ns;;:;red "yes" to the above question 
religion was the subject mos~ frequ~ntly (5) mentioned . Other sub -
jects that fell into the "c<l::;.'t be 3tudied scientific.oJlly" category 
were love, history, literatur2, gco~raphy, curren t events and the 
thin~i~3 process . Since the f~~quc1cies in these subjects were not 
significantly high, they were :;.at r~corded. 
The national study indiccted tlat about half (47%) the sample 
believed science could study <::nytbi-:J.g . Those who believe there are 
limits to the scientific approach w~re not very clear as to what 
areas are unapproachable . Thirteen per cent said there are some 
things, but don't know what they are . A few (5%) mentioned religious 
areas; SOflle cited huma:.1 behavior an:l thought (4%); and a scattering 
mentioned other items . A sizeable ?roportion (26%) confessed they 
don't knmv . 
Su-rur:1ry: 
l. In general, about half the grou? \vere optimistic about the scope 
of scientific investigation .::nd the rest vJere divided betHeen uncer -
tninty ~nd reservations . 
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(Co'1t . ) 
2 . Co,~~riso~ of studies r0:lcctcd close agreement in the stDte -
ment that science can study ·nythin~ . Howev2r, the R & D study 
is n~or~ equally split on its feelin[; . Forty -two (42%) per cent 
inC:· .C\d thinr;s that can' t be studied scie-ntifically, \·lhereas 
only twc~ty - nine (29%) per cent in t~e national study gave so~e 
i~dication . Only 8 per cent of the R&D study fell into the DO~'T 
IC:mJ catezo:::.-y as CO:T..::_Jarcd to 26 per ce-nt in the national Stucy . 
The inves~igoto :::- felt this \·:.:~s a reaso-nably f<lir compa:::.-ison .nllo·,7-
i ng for greater science exposure on t~e part of the R and D public. 
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R c: ~ S::.urlv 
l:-2% 
50 
s 
100 
N = /36) 
3 
3 
., 
__, 
8 
8 
3 
Science ca:1.noc study: 
2o~3 things, but don't know 
1:v .. 1<~ :: ~hey arc 
Religion; faith, the Bible 
l-~u;:-.un bchc.:.r.:.or, LhOl .. ght 
Spirit'-" ::·2;:ln's .::r:c beings 
Ac3thctic things, a=~, beauty 
Em:~.s.ni stic ::!.reas, history, phil -
oso;_:Jhy 
Other mi.scellaneous e:-eas 
Science c.::m study arythi:1g 
Do:1' t :mow 
Not asce:;..·ta:i.ncd 
5 
L:. 
2 
l 
1 
3 
L:-7 
26 
2 
N = (l91S') 
National study totc:_s to more than 100 per cent because 
more than one responS·2 was given . 
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:·. follo~:-up qucs::ior: C<'1 the lir:1its o~E science ia t l.·: study of 
.do you think v.;c cen kr.0\·7 he-·.' people think, '\·:hy 
they o.::havc the '\:a y they do, by scientific study?" Half the national 
sc:::nple a ;:s\·;ered c:.n unc:,ualifj.Ed "Yes" . 
Thirteen per cent more said it would be possible to understand 
'":lOSt tl:inz;s about hL:man beiags . Cn1.y 14 per cent said the ':: it is 
not possible to ~nderstand such things scientifically . The feasibil -
ity of behavioral sciecca is a ccepted by a majority of the national 
sa11pla . 
The oajority in the R & D s.:udy_ is more clearly ir:.dicated Hhcre 
categorically the responses fel l yes or no. Eighty - three per ce~t 
felt that scientific study could explain how people think and ivhy 
they behave the way they do . Seventeen per cent said we cannot under -
stand human beings by s c ienL.fic study . 
0':" 0 / 
\.J....I/0 
17 
100% 
N (36 ) 
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He c~n undcr,:;tand h1man beings 
by scientific s~udy 
VJe can understa~<d ffi)St thiags 
about hucan beings 
So-u:~ tl1in.zs yes, c::.nd so~ .. :! things , 
no 
He c.:tanot unC.cJ.:st.:.nd mos·t things 
ab~ut hu~zn b~i~gs 
He canr,ot underst<:n:! hum~n beings 
by scientific study 
Don't lmovJ 
Not ascertained 
N.::.tio:1::l Study 
50% 
13 
5 
2 
14 
13 
3 
100% 
N = (1919) 
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There ere side effects of science, of a more negative tone, 
which ~ust be taken into account . One of the by - products of '~ro­
gres:;" is rc:pid c~1ange which disrupts social patterns <!nd dethrones 
tradition. 
The po3sib ility of nanipulating people 's lives worried one -
third of the res7ondents of the national study who stated that, 
"the grov1th of scie-:1ce nc.:Jns a fcvJ people could control our lives" . 
Only one - fifth of the P & D sample worried about this threat of Q~n­
ipulation . 
A 12 per cent differenc0 of opiDion was recorded between studies 
on the question, "one trouble with science is that it mokes our vJoy 
of life change too fast". 
TheRE., D public, assu;ning th2y 'Here more m·Jare of rapid changes 
brought about by science, expressed less concern than the national 
public for too rapid a change in our way of life . 
One - quarter of the national public believed that science tends 
to break down people's ideas of right and wrong . One - third of the 
R & D public supported this belief . Science was not viewed as a uni-
versal panacea, for the national sanple '\vas evenly split betHcen those 
who believed science will solve our social problems (47%) and those 
who did not (~5%) . The R & D study was not as evenly split in th2t 
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& clc.:~r rr.::jori.ty of the s ;:;:. , 'e (56%) did not agree with the stntc -
r.~c:1t >:hi lc (44%) agrccC.:. 
Although science is generally seen as a good thing, it is also 
seen as hcving some neg3tive side - effects . The ir.1age of science j s 
mixed . Fearful reactions to science probably are associated with an 
increa&ed saliency of one or more of the negative by - products in the 
minds of the publi c . This fear is not so relevant in the minds of 
the ~ & D public, in th~ t (81%) see no fear of science allowing a few 
people to control our liv2s . 
SPECJ:Fll'; f..TTr•. \JD ~S 'I.'-'·'·' r.,) ;:,C :1. ,J', 
~-- ... __ ... 
'i'h""rc ic c.. vc~.:y stron;:; agrec:m:.:PL t~t.:J.t science :i.s ;~l ";:'Onsi.ble for he::.lth::_el·, cc:sicr ;:wd r•n·e c~>·.i(or.t ')1" 
1-;_vin~ e.r~.rl tb1.::: s::icncr:: is t~1e r:1.:1in t'C:C':on for our r<::;)id p:ogress . About: nine o•. i:: o:.': '.: .1 !.~--·~- •:c1 L, , ,, 
with these generalizutions. 
(l~ f:, D Study) 
of: 
Cases Total 
----
36 100 6 
36 100 8 92 
36 100 69 31 
36 100 81 19 
36 100 72 28 
Sc~~~!~."lce is r~1.c:.l:in~ our 9L;. 
lives hoalthie~, easier 
e.nd rwrc cor.!f:or;: able . 
One of tho b~st thin;s 
about science is thct 
it is the 11'C::lin reason 
fo-..· our r.:-.:.::..d pr.::.;;::-cs::. 
On~ t1·ou, .le Iii t h SCi.Cl1CC 
is t·int it Ei.J.kes our uay 
of life change too fast . 
L;:5 
The growth of science 32 
means that a feu people 
could control our lives. 
One of the b£.d effects 23 
of scien_ce :Ls th'1t it 
breaks doun pco~'le 1 s 
ideas of right and 
Hrong . 
I•ll ~ ,....,_...., ... 
Don't of 
D:i_sr-nr( ; Kt,o·:7 "\. Tot·1l C~St~J 
--·-
3 2 1 100/~ (1919) 
6 1 (J 919) 
51 5 1 100% (19 19) 
60 7 1 100% ( 1919 ) 
67 8 2 100% (1919) 
(Continued ) 
(R & D Study) (National Study) 
l~l!t"l·.hcr ~-\ln·' 1 ~1." 
----
of 
36 100 56 Science will so lve 
our social p~oblerns 
like crim~ and mental 
illness . 
t~s 
Don't 
Kno·.; l:A Tot~l 
--·--
6 2 100% (1919) 
N 
-~ 
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ALtiturles Tm':1rd Scientists 
Zi3hty - six per cent of R & D respondents agreed that '~ost 
the aver<::;e person" . Only ll} per cent agreed that "most scient -
ists are mainly interested in know:cdge; they don't care much 
obout its practical value" . This is an appreciable difference, 
(12%), from the national study . The R & D public expressed more 
awareness that prrctical applicaticn of scientific work and knowl -
edge - sesking motivations go hand in hand . 
Sixty - one per cent agreed that scientists work harder than 
the aver.nge person . This i "s an inc'icator of the positive i;::1age 
of science held by this public and support s the conclusions drawn 
by the national public . 
A very small per centage (6%) c::greed that "sc ientists alv:ays 
seem to be prying into things they really ough t to stay out of . 
.!\n oven1helming majority of 91+ per cent o f the sample did not feel 
this way . 
A third of the respondents felt that s c ient ist s a r e '~pt to 
be odd and peculiar people" . The invest i gator felt that the quP-lifi -
cation of the phr ase "odd and peculiar" takes on a milder tone than 
might ordinarily be assumed . 
Thirty - six per cent felt that scientists are "not likely to be 
very religious people" , although 64 per cer,t, almost two - thirds dis -
cgreed. 
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Thase f ee lings about sc icntis~s =eveal a nore ~ositivc inage 
anrl c ~n probably be attributed to a greater understand i~~ on the 
part o~ the rasponden: ~ through close association with sci~ntists 
and ot~cr occupctional influences . 
S·r; 1":1-"' : 
---
1. T: £: the::;;.e of hun.:mitarianisn as a -:1o tivc came out strongly in 
the no.tio:1al survey to the statement, "host scientists \-Jant to \·:ork 
o:1 thir.,ss tho.t cvill make life better for the averase pc-;:-son". Ninety -
pc..r cent c:;reeci. Appro2.ching the t>ar:1e point froill a slishtly differeat 
vie\·!point, I learned that 26 per cent agreed that "rr:ost scientists are 
::::ainly interested in kno\·Jledge; they -don't care much about its practi-
cal value . '' There is not nuch a-vrareness on the part of the general 
public that an cr.,phasis on practical application of scientific uork 
might conflict wit:1 the kno\·7lcdge-[:eeking motivations im;:->utcd to sci -
entists . 
2. Scientists Horl~ harder than the average person. This is part of 
the key to the generally positive image of science . Hard Hork is 
"good", and \mrl< directed to "good" is even better . The fact that 
scientists a::-e seen as diligent may save them from the sneers directed 
at the "useless' 1 oy "soft" intellectual <;.;orker . 
3. The fact ~hat so~e researd-. may carry scientists into culturC<lly 
~c~bidden or private realms scc~ed to disturb 22 per ccr.t of the na-
t ion2.l sa::a:_:ac. They agreed th<O.t "r.cient i st s ah.;ray s seem to be pryir.g 
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into things t:1ey r-. .:..lly ou~)":t 1:6 s:"y out of" . The lar:;cr r:w jority 
of the cc:n?le did not feel this WJy and the R & D study s::ron~ly 
L! . • Tl:at scientists are "<:pt to be odd and peculiar people" is ngrced 
to be 41 per cent of the gencrsl pJblic . However, if we see this 
cc.~~2nt in the light of previous q~cstions and statistics of the 
R & D study, the phrase "odd .:::nd peculiar" tal<cs on a r:1ilder tone 
th..,n :night ordinarily be assu:ned . It v70uld be an over - interpretation 
to as3crt that it means the mad scientist of fi c tion . These feelings 
about scientists reveal a gcr.erally positive picture . The following 
table provides a simple statistical cO~?arison of the differences in 
opinion of the comp.:::red public attitudes . 
SPECIFIC ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENTISTS 
(R & D Study) (National Study) 
Number Number 
of Don't of 
Cases Total Disagree Agree ~ee Disagree Know NA Total Cases 
36 100 14 86 Most scientists want to '90 5 4 1 100% (1919) 
work on things that will 
make life better for the 
average person. 
36 100 86 14 Most scientists are main- 26 64 8 2 100% (1919) 
ly interested in knowl-
N 
edge; they don't care 00 
much about its practical 
value. 
36 100 39 61 Scientists work harder 67 25 6 2 100% (1919) 
than the average person. 
36 100 94 6 Scientists always seem to 22 70 6 2 100% (1919) 
be prying into things they 
really ought to stay out 
of. 
36 100 67 33 Scientists are apt to be 41 51 6 2 100% (1919) 
odd and peculiar people. 
36 100 64 36 Scientists are not likely 31 51 15 3 100% (1919) 
' to ·be very religious people. 
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L · .. 1: t s on Sc i.e nee 
Another ~spcct of the social role of scientists is the extent 
t<J ,.,hich r.hc fl ''Jlic "~·J0uld limit frecd o .. , to invcstj~ntc any phenomena . 
Tuo considerat ::.ons 'tvere found to be most important in this respect 
durin~ the preliminary phases of the study. The first concerns the 
belief thDt scientists should (or should not) focus their activities 
on "pr.::ctical" research. The second concerns the relevance of any 
religious restrictions on scic~tific endeavor . 
The national public statistics show that 40 per cent of the sam-
ple thought scie~tists should work only on practical problems . Alto -
gether, 54 per cent expressed other opinions 't·lhich emphasized freedom 
of research . In fact, 23 p2r cent said flatly that scientists should 
do whet they please, even if it has no practical value at all . 
The R & D public study sho'tved 23 per cent of the sample favored 
restricting the scientists to work on only practical problems . Al -
together, 72 per cent agreed to emphasize freedom of research. One -
quarter of the sample said scientists should do 'tvhat they please, 
even if it h~s no practical value et all . This in itself may be an 
over-expression of confidence in a working asso c iate . However, this 
is an indication of trust in that a quarter of the sample placed its 
confidence in the scientists ability to discover something ne\v . 
2C% 
25 
(36) 
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l\ati_oi1~l Si:udv 
Scicni:ists .:;:1c,1:td o 1ly uork 
on th~n6s th~t cle~:ly have 
a ?~cctic~l value. 
Scien~ists s~culd wJrk on un-
~£rstandin3 ~:~urc, ev~~ if 
th~.:-1·e is no i.. •.... ::di:.:. :c use seen 
fo:::- suet. uor.~. 
Scic.ntiscs shculd 'nrl<. on any -
thing th2.t L1tc·:cst :> them, even 
if it has no J=acti:al value at 
all. 
~-0% 
31 
23 
~ore then on~ alter1ative chosen * 
:Jor:' t Knou 
;:Jot ascertain.-;;d 
3 
2 
100% 
N (1919) 
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::1.c1i·,·s~·; Lir · ... s .:::;1d Freedor.1 of Scientific ;\esearch : 
~he a & D s~udy reflected eighty - three ?er cent in favor of 
:::cicnL <>t:; ,.,o:--1-:irz on wh<•t they H~mt even if their findings seem 
to conf!ict with religious teachings . Less than one - fifth (17%) 
gnve no n:1S'\vcr \·!hich could be inter;:>reted as sone restrict ion . 
This study a_so reflects E ~reo ter majority favoring scientific 
~eseorch fre~do~. This feeling can be attributed to a better under -
standing and kno~ledge of science res~orch as held by the R & D 
e~vironed ?Ublic. 
The national study (48%) concluded that scientists should work 
on VJhat they ,.,.:;nt even though their findings seem to conflict v.rith 
religious teachings . But one - third t34%) st~ted that religious con -
siderations should restrict scientific research freedom. 
l. Although the belief that the current enphasis on science may be 
causing a drift away from reli3 iou3 beliefs, this does not trouble 
<1S L"leny people in thc R & D enviro'1ment as it does the general public . 
2. Although utilitarian and religious considerations play a part in 
limits which people see as legitimate for science, it would be easy 
to over - emphasize the strength with which they are held . Nonetheless , 
they forn part of a negative image of science whi ch tends to color 
the genera lly positive view. 
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Should sc:2~~ists wo=k on a.ythi~g they went to even if their 
CiSCOVCric:S G~.:!l"c1 tO coaflic:~ Hitl. religious ·;::eachinss? 
100% 
~\I (36) 
qu2.lificd 
Scicn.cc ca~nv~ co~~ ... l..L..Ct ~·Jit~1 .:e -
lizio:-1 
Science supports rLligion 
::c;: lc.sccrtaL-;.cd 
J:·!.;: ti..on.~ 1 3c:uci·r 
!•. c-a; 
'u.o 
5 
2 
3L!-
2 
"#'; 
6 
3 
100% 
N (1919) 
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Infl.t.:cnce of R fS, D Environ:n:•1t s 
In order to determine t:1c inf:•.t.:C':Ce, if .:my, of .::n R & D in-
du:~tr1nl i.;orlcinz cnvirorL-ncnt, the Follouinl) questions ~~ere asked : 
"Hould you encourege your friends ::o seek e;nplOJ11i1Cnt Hith an R & D 
or:;anization?" A large majority , 'l4 per cent , .would encourage their 
friends to seclc employment. High ;)ay, modern facilities, professional 
atmosphere, scientific leadership, and opportunity to learn about 
the space business were mentioned as incentives . Six per cent re -
spo::tded ne:;at ively, since they feL: their f ri ends \·lOuld not be tech -
nically qunlified . 
A more direct question was then asked . ·~s a member of an R & D 
corrL;;t.:.nity do you feel you understand~more about science ?" Ejght - one 
per cent se.id "yes" vJith the remaini:c:; 19 per cent responding "no" . 
A large majority felt they i·.rere ir. an environ.-nent of learning .o:nd 
understood more about science . A follow - on question helped to explain 
Hhy the majority felt this Hay . \hen asked, "Do the scientific as -
sociates you \vork Hith eagerly an~wcr any -1ue s tions you may have con-
cerning your v:ork for them?" Ninc.ty - four pe r cent gave a "yes" ansv:er . 
This available professional consultation and knowledge, together Hith 
the statement that the scientific associates are eager to 3ns\,7 er their 
questioas, accounts for the feeling of the majority in expressing their 
opinion as having a greater understanding of s c ience . Only 6 per cent 
found their scientific associates unwil l ing to spend tine in ~nS\·7ering 
their questions. 
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Do you feel th<:t you <.:-.:e contributing in sooe ~,ray to the Na-
tiot:..1l n.._ .Cr.-t1Sc of our count.r:y'! :Cit;itcy-ono pen.· cant; folt they v1crc 
contributi~g by assisting in th2 pr~paration and publication of 
tc:c:micc.l cocuinentation . .?.l':r·:ough .1ot contributing directly to 
scienti£ic data, they felt their ;:·ole Has inportant to getting a 
larse nr:tionul task completed . Nin2tcen per cent felt no contri-
bu~ion since they were not technically trained and did no technical 
or scientific work . 
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:::. & D Study 
\!auld you cncou:::-age you:- frienC:s 
to sec:( C:T.? loyment \vith an R & D 
orgc~niz.:.tion? 
.l:.s e1 r.lCi':"l~c.r o£ c:n :a. & D CtJ,tJnunit.T 
do you :eel you understand nore 
.::~out science? 
D~ you find the scientific asso -
ci2~es you wor~ with eager to 
<:n::Mcr any questions you ril.C:.Y h<:V'~ 
conce:-ning your 't·JOrk for thc:n? 
Do you feel that you are contriblt -
ir::; in so~e \·7ay to the Nation<ll 
Def~nsc of our country? 
Yes No 
34 2 
29 7 
34 2 
29 7 
NOTE: These statistics bcc:1r out a conm1ent in the I'ricehbau:""l 
::\at io,_.:J.l Study COl1cerning industrial or >vorking envil·on -
ncnt influence . The R & J study shows that the environ-
nent \vi:.ich is in the control of the managencnt has grc:.:t 
po'\.;er to influence the~ pu.Jlic . The influence detecta'clle 
here is that v7hich concer:ts scientifi c understandin:;. 
~his environsent h<.s grca~ appeal to the public studied 
and its potential can be used to greater advantage if 
the need exists. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE R&D ORGANIZATION STUDIED 
This Research and Development Division of a large industrial 
corporation is an integrated organiz~tional facility for conduct-
ing research and development programs for the corporation and the 
United States Government. Emphasis has been placed on intercon-
tinental and .intermediate-range missile development and space tech-
nology, especially those phases pertaining to re-entry from space 
into the earth's atmosphere. This division has also carried out 
contractual programs in such widely diverse fields as the develop 
ment of fabrication techniques for toxic metals, medical electron cs, 
geophysics, rocket nozzle design and development, plasma and ion 
space propulsion, and continuing research in advanced materials, n-
eluding metals, ceramics, and plastics for missile and high-tempe a-
ture applications. 
This new Research and Development Center, including laborato ies, 
was occupied in late 1958. It is located in the greater Boston, 
Massachusetts suburbs and employs approximately 3,000 employees. Its 
technical professional staff numbers approximately 800 with the r -
maining number of employees providing the necessary technical supfort. 
Its four main buildings, set in park-like surroundings, are of modern 
design and construction. The major elements of the division---admin-
I istration, research and engineering, prototype manufacturing, and 
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technical services---are each housed in separate, interconnected 
buildings. A ballistic range and an arc wind tunnel are in op-
eration in two smaller buildings set. slightly apart from the main 
buildings. 
An expansion program will add a Space Research Building pro-
viding facilities to simulate super-orbital and interplanetary 
space vehicle velocities. 
, 
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CONCLUSION 
Appreciation of science in a twentieth-century democracy 
could involve life or death. It is important for Americans to 
understand what scientists are trying to do and what they are 
doing. 
This employee study has established that there is a large 
reservoir of special public interest in science, with many readers 
willi~ to give up other news and entertainment features to be-
come better informed about science. 
Corporate management might well give the public what it 
wants and increase their coverage of science developments. In 
turn, the corporation can benefit by realizing its objectives 
to develop a creative environment, raise employee morale and 
build a nationally recognizable image as a science leader. The 
R & D employee public study statistics indicate a great majority 
of compatibilities with the statistics of the previously conducted 
national survey. Realizing that this compatibility exists, 
management can meet the needs of the general public through its 
effective communication of science information to its employee 
public. With more and more students going through high school 
and on to college, and with many of them studying science, the 
, 
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market for science coverage in the popular communications channels 
will expand tremendously in the years ahead. This increase in 
demand in science coverage is evidenced by the characteristics of 
the sampled employee public. The educational level of these em-
ployees, namely all had completed at least a high school education 
and many had some college training, reflected the trend that had 
been pred~cted five years earlier by the national study. 
Much of the information in the mass media does get through 
to the public mind and an impressive amount of this science in-
formation is remembered and can be recalled. 
As some scientists are seldom hesitant to proclaim, there is 
room for improvement in the popular reporting of scientific de-
velopments. Most people in communications concede this. Many are 
trying to do something about it. 
Reporters and writers, given more training and more time in 
assignments, would be able .to provide more details, greater back-
ground, better interpretation, and higher accuracy. Such changes 
might help correct present distortions in the public image of 
science and scientists and promote the idea that they are a part 
of, not divorced from, contemporary living. The stories of science 
and men of science would then be more properly recorded and 
Americans would have information on which to decide more intelli-
gently those public matters involving science, scientists, and 
possibly their own existence. 
, 
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APPEMOIX A 
1. Data Collection 
2. Sampling Procedure 
3. Description of the Sample 
4. Sample Characteristics Listed by Respondents 
1. Data Collection 
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APPENDIX A 
The personal interview was the basic tool of data collection 
utilized. The decision was mad~ to interview with the aid of 
an interview guide sheet . Although· greater coverage could 
have been realized by mailing out detailed questionnaires, the 
interview had definite overriding advantages for this study in 
light of the major objective. 
The investigator felt that he could uncoverthe underlying rea-
sons and feelings and personal images by the interview method. 
Greater depth in the respondent's comments could be achieved 
by probing for more information and additional data when neces-
sary. Rapport could be established and thereby personal answers 
which respondents might hesitate to put in writing on a question-
naire would be elicited. 
The questions on the guide sheet were organized to first find out 
where the respondent's got most of their news or information about 
science. These questions then lead into more specific questions 
on science and the scientist so as to bring out their attitude and 
feelings more strongly. The final questions concerned the working 
environment and associates from an over-all standpoint so as to 
' 
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give some indication of feel ings for the R & D industry. The 
personal data sheets follow for the purpose of gathering sam-
ple characteristic data. 
2. Sampling Procedure 
A simple random sample was drawn in a systematic fashion from 
a completely numbered universe (700) on employment lists. 
In order that the planning, interviewing and reporting might be 
as thorough as possible, a decision was made to conduct 36 inter-
.. 
views or about 5 per cent of the total public. No claim is made 
for the representativeness of this sample. 
Telephone calls were made to fifty people whose names were ran-
domly selected. It was explained that they had been selected 
on a random basis to be interviewed, if they would agree, as part 
of a research project being conducted by a graduate student of 
Boston University. It was pointed out that the purpose of the 
interview was to discuss how people get their news or information 
about various subject matters through the available media. As 
"pro·spects" were disqualified, or as they stated that they pre-
ferred not to be interviewed, other names were substituted by use 
of the table of random numbers. , 
, 
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3. Description of the Sample 
Age 
21-24 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40-44 
45-49 
Male 
Female 
TABLE A 
Age Distribution 
Total • . . 
TABLE B 
Sex of Respondents 
. . . . . . 
18 
6 
5 
5 
1 
.:.1. 
36 
13 
23 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
, 
White 
Negro 
Other 
Protestant 
Catholic 
Jewish 
None 
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TABLE C 
TABLE D 
Religious Preference 
36 
0 
0 
7 
25 
3 
1 
Total • • • .• • • • • • 36 
TABLE E 
Protestant Denomination 
Congregationalist 2 
2 
2 
Methodist 
Episcopalian 
Baptist 1 
Total • • • • • • . • . 7 
-
, 
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TABLE F 
Religious Service Attendance 
More than once a week 
Once a week 
2-3 times a month 
Once a month 
F~w times a year or less 
Never 
3 
27 
2 
1 
1 
2 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
TABLE G 
Marital Status 
Married 16 
Single 17 
Divorced 1 
Separated 1 
Widowed 1 
Total . . . . . . . . . 36 
-
' 
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TABLE H 
Married and Have Children 
Yes 14 
No 22 
Under 21 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Over 21 
1 
Total • . .•.•.... 36 
TABLE I 
Number of Children in Family 
6 
4 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Total • • • • . • • . • 14 
-
I 
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TABLE J 
Ages of Children 
5 years or under 14 
10 years or under 7 
15 years or under _]_ 
Total . . . . . . . . . 29 
TABLE K 
Organization Membership 
A lodge or fraternal organization 7 
A church 29 
A church group or religious organization 12 
A labor union 1 
Other 4 
None ~ 
Total • • • • • • • . • 59 
' 
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TABLE L 
Hobbies 
Yes 29 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
TABLE M 
Hobby Description 
Spo~ts 20 
Domestic Skills 10 
Reading 9 
Musical Instruments 6 
Gardening 4 
Model Building 2 
Other Building 6 
Total • • • • • • • . • 57 
The "other" category includes singular preferences for painting, 
drama, antique collecting, card playing, puzzles, and ceramics. 
The new total of 57 reflects a respondent preference for more 
than one hobby. 
, 
1-12 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
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TABLE N 
Grades of School Finished 
36 
TABLE 0 
High School Graduates 
36 
Total • • • • • • • . • 36 
TABLE P 
Schooling Beyond High School 
30 
6 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
, 
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TABLE Q 
Other Schooling Description 
College (accredited) 
Business School 
Secretarial School 
Part Time - Vocational 
None 
15 
4 
3 
8 
...2. 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
Yes 
No 
Non-college 
TABLE R 
College Graduates 
Total • . . . 
6 
24 
...2. 
• • • • • 36 
, 
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TABLE S 
Had Science Courses in High School 
Yes 35 
No _l 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
TABLE T 
Had Science Courses in College 
12 
16 
Total • • • • • • • • • 28 
TABLE U 
Had Studied Some Social Science 
Non Attenders 
12 
14 
10 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
I 
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TABLE V 
Family Income 
2000-2999 1 
3000-3999 5 
4000-4999 7 
5000-5999 4 
6000-7499 4 
7500-14,999 
Total • • • • • • • • . 36 
TABLE W 
Respondents Attitude Toward Interview 
Positive (interested, receptive, 
cooperative, helpful) 
Neutral (cooperative, but not 
involved, uninterested) 
Negative (uncooperative, re-
sistant) 
32 
4 
Total • • • • • • • • • · 36 
4. Sample Characteristics 
Interview Occu2ation EDUCATION 
No. Sex Non-Tech. Adm. Age* Race Religion Com2let.ed College Some College Com2leted H. s. 
1 M X A w p X 
2 F X c w c X 
3 F X D w N X 
4 F X c w c X 
5 F X A w c X 
6 F X A w p X 
7 M X D w c X 
8 F X A w c X 
9 M X A w c X 
10 F X c w C, X 
11 F X A w c X 
.. 
l/1 12 M X F w J X w 
13 F X A w c X 
14 F B w c I X X 
15 F X B w c X 
16 M X D w c X 
17 F X c w c X 
18 M X B w J X 
19 M X A w c X 
20 M X D w p X 
21 F X A w c X 
22 M X A w c X 
23 M X c w c X 
24 F X B w c X 
25 F X A w c X 
26 F X A w p X 
27 M X E w c X 
28 ~ F X A w c X 
29 F X A w c X 
30 F X A w J X 
(Continued) 
4. Sample Characteristics (Continued) 
Interview OccuEation EDUCATION 
No. Sex Non-Tech. Adm. Age* Race Religion ComEleted College Some College ComEleted H.S. 
31 F X D w p X 
3'2 F X A w c X 
33 F X B w c X 
34 M X A w p X 
35 F X A w p X 
36 M X B w c X 
* 
A= 21-24 \.11 B = 25-29 .;.. 
c = 30-34 
D = 35-39 
E = 40-44 
F = 45-49 
... 
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APPENDIX B 
1. INTERVIEW GUIDE SHEET 
, 
-
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INTERVIEW GUIDE SHEET 
We're interested in where people get certain kinds of news and 
information and how they feel about it. Let's start with news-
papers: 
1. What newspaper do you read? 
If reads a newspaper: 
a. About how often do you read (name of paper)? 
Name of paper. 
Daily, several times a week, weekly, less than 
once a week. 
2. When you read the paper, what sort of items do you 
usually read first? 
a. What do you usually read next? 
b. And after that? 
3. Of course, all people aren't interested in the same 
things in the paper, so I would like to get an idea of the 
kinds of things that interest you in the paper. For instance, 
how about (insert) ; do you usually read it all the 
way through, read~ of it, just glance at it, or skip over 
it? 
a. Sports news 
b. Society news 
c. Stories about local events, aside from local sport 
or society news 
d. Stories about national politics 
e. Stories about medicine and health 
f. Stories about other kinds of science besides medicine 
and health-like new inventions, or things scientists 
discover 
g. Stories about foreign events 
h. Stories about crime 
i. Comics 
j. Stories about ordinary people who happen to get into 
the news , 
-· 
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4. Suppose a newspaper wanted to put in more stories a-
bout science, but had to cut down on something else to 
get them in. Are there any sorts of items you would be 
willing to have less of in order to get in more about 
science? 
(If yes), 
a. What sort of items might be cut down? 
{If ads only mentioned) 
b. What besides ads? 
5. Have you read any articles about any kind of science 
in a magazine within the last year? 
(If no) proceed to No. 7. 
(If yes), 
a. What was it about? 
b. What magazine was it in ? 
6. Did the science stories tell you what you were interested 
in finding out? That is, were they very complete , rather 
complete, rather incomplete, or very i ncomplete? 
7. Some things are studied scientifically, some things are 
studied i n other ways. From your point of view, what does 
it mean to study something scientifically? 
a. Are there any things that can't be studied scientif-
ically? 
b. How about human beings - do you think we can know how 
people think, why they believe the way they do, by 
scientific study? 
8. Here are some things that have been said about sc i ence. 
Would you tell me if you tend to agree or disagree with them? 
a. Science is making our lives healthier, easier and 
more comfortable. · ' 
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b. The growth of science means that a few people 
could control our lives. 
c. Science will solve our social problems like crime 
and mental illness. 
d. One trouble with science is that it makes our way 
of life change too fast. 
e. Scientists always seem to be prying into things 
that they really ought to stay out of. 
f. Most scientists want to work on things that will 
make life better for the average person. 
g. One of the effects of science is that it breaks 
down people's ideas of right and wrong. 
9. Here are some statements about scientists. Do you tend 
to agree or disagree with them? 
a. Most scientists are mainly interested in knowledge 
for its own sake; they don't care much about its 
practical value. 
b. Scientists are apt to be odd and peculiar people. 
c. One of the best things about science is that it is 
the main reason for our rapid progress. 
d. Scientists work harder than the average person. 
e. Scientists are not likely to be very religious 
people. 
10. Which of these statements comes closest to your point 
of view about what scientists should do in their work? 
a. Scientists should only work on things that clearly 
have a practical value. 
b. Scientists should work on understanding nature, even 
if there is no ~mmediate practical use seen for such 
work. 
c. Scientists should work on anything that interests 
them, even if it has no practical value at all. 
11. Do you think it is all right for scientists to work on 
anything they want to, even if their discoveries seem to con-
flict with religious teachings? 
12. Would you encourage your friends to seek employment with 
an R & D organization? Why? 
13. As a member of an R & D community do you feel you unqer-
stand more about science? Why? 
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14. Do you find the scientific associates you work with 
eager to answer any questions you may have concerning your 
work for them? 
15. Do you feel that you are contributing in some way to 
the national defense of our country? How? 
Personal Data! 
16. Now we'd like just a few facts about yourself. 
About how old are you? 21-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 
40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 
60-64 65 or over 
(If not already ascertained) 
17. Are you married, single, divorced, separated, or widowed? 
(If ever married) 
18. Do you have any children? 
(If yes) 
a. How many children (under 21) are there in your family? 
b. How old are they? 
19. At the present time are you a member of any of the follow-
ing kinds of groups and organizations? 
a. A lodge or fraternal organization 
b. A church 
c. A church group or religious organization 
d. A labor union 
e. Is there any other kind of group you are a member of? 
20. Do you have any hobbies, or anything like that, that you 
do regularly in your spare time? 
(If yes) , 
a. What sort of things do you do? 
-
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21. What is your religious preference? 
Protestant Catholic Jewish Other-Specify 
(If Protestant) 
a. What religious denomination is that? 
22. About how often do you usually attend religious services? 
More than once a week Once a month 
Once a week A few times a year or less 
2-3 times a month Never 
23. How many grades of school have you finished? 
None 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
(If completed 12 grades) 
a. Do you have a high school diploma? 
(If completed 8 grades) 
b. Have you had other schooling? 
(If yes) 
c. What other schooling have you had? 
(If college) 
d. Do you have a college degree? 
(High school and college attenders) 
24. Did you take any science courses in high school like Gen-
eral Science, Biology, Chemistry, or Physics? 
(College attenders only) 
25. Did you take any science courses in college? 
' a. Did you take any social science courses like Psychology, 
Sociology, or Anthropology? 
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26. About what is your total family income before taxes? 
Under $1,000 ' $1,000-1,999 $2,000-2,999 $3,000-3,999 
$4,000-4,999 $5,000-5,999 $6,000-7,499 $7,500-14,999 
.$15,000-19,000 $20,000 or over 
(By observation) 
27. Sex: Male Female 
28. Race: White Negro Other (Specify) 
29. What was the respondent's attitude toward the interview? 
Positive (interested, receptive, cooperative, helpful) 
Neutral (cooperative, but uninvolved, uninterested) 
Negative (uncooperative, resistant) 
; 
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APPENDIX C 
TABULARIZED RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
ASKED FROM THE INTERVIEW GUIDE SHEET 
, 
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Science News and How the Public Gets It 
TABLE S-1 
Question: 
What newspaper(s) do you read? 
Categorized Responses: 
Read newspapers 34 
Do not read newspapers _l 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
Many of the respondents indicated they read more than one newspaper. 
Read more than one newspaper 
Read only one newspaper 
21 
13 
Do not read newspapers _l 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
' 
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TABLE S-2 
Question: 
About how often do you read the newspaper? 
Categorized Responses: 
Daily 
Several times a week 
Weekly 
Not at all 
26 
9 
14 
..1. 
Total • • ~ • • • • • • 51 
Since many of the respondents read more than one newspaper and 
some indicated reading two daily papers and one weekly paper, no 
attempt is made to balance the number surveyed (36). Kindly refer 
to TABLE S-1 for further clarification. 
' 
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TABLE S-3 
Question: 
When you read the newspaper, what sort of items do you 
usually read first? 
Categorized Responses: 
Headlines 
Comics 
Sports 
Other 
No answer 
23 
3 
2 
6 
_l 
Total • • • • • . • • • 36 
The "Other" category includes singular responses in items as fol-
lows: puzzles, society, local news, Dear Abby, Women's Page, and 
Obituaries. 
, 
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TABLE S-4 
Question: 
What do you usually read ne~t? 
Categorized Responses: 
Continue to read through 
Sports 
Headlines 
Local News 
Society 
Theater 
Comics 
Weather 
No Answer 
Other 
7 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
..!± 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
The "Other" category includes singular responses in items as 
follows: editorials, obituaries and births, women's page, store 
advertisements. 
, 
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TABLE S-5 
Question: 
What do you read after that; namely, your third choice? 
Categorized Responses: 
Continue Through 
Advertisements 
Comics 
Society 
General News 
Other 
No Answer 
12 
5 
4 
4 
2 
7 
_f. 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
The "Other" category includes singular responses in items as fol-
lows: financial, race sheet, P,uzzles, obituaries, theater, women's 
page and household. 
; 
-
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TABLE S-6 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things 
in the paper, so I would like to get an idea of the kinds 
of things that interest you. For instance, how about SPORTS -
do you usually read it all the way through, read some of it, 
glance at it, or skip over it? 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 5 
Read some of it 6 
Just glance at it ll 
Skip over it 12 
No answer ~ 
Total • . . . . . . . . 36 
TABLE S-7 
Question: 
Refer to question above. (SOCIETY NEWS) 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 10 
Read some of it 3 
Just glance at it 9 
Skip over it 12 
No answer 
' 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
~ 
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TABLE S-8 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things 
in the paper, so I would like to get an idea of the kinds 
of things that interest you. For instance, how about stories 
about local events, aside from local sport or society news, 
do you usually read it all the way through, read some of it, 
just glance at it, or skip over it. 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 16 
Read some of it 6 
Just glance at it 8 
Skip over it 4 
No answer 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
TABLE S-9 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things 
in the paper, so I would like to get an idea of the kinds 
of things that interest you. For instance, stories about 
national politics, do you usually read it all the way through, 
read some of it, just glance at it, or skip over it. 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way thx;ough 8 
Read some of it 11 
Just glance at it 7 , 
Skip over it 8 
No answer 
_f. 
Total • . . . . . . . 36 
-
p 
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TABLE S-10 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren ' t interested in the same things 
in the paper, so I would like to get an idea of the kinds 
of things that interest you. For instance, how about 
stories about medicine and health; do you usually read it 
all the way through, read some of it, just glance at it, 
or skip over it . 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 
Read some of it 
Just glance at it 
Skip over it 
No answer 
Total • • • • 
TABLE S- 11 
Question: 
15 
7 
7 
5 
_f. 
.36 
Refer to question above. (STORIES ABOUT OTHER KINDS OF SCIENCE) 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 9 
Read some of it 8 
Just glance a t it 10 
Skip over it 7 
No answer 
, 
Total • • •••••••• 36 
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TABLE S-12 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things 
in the paper, so I would like to get an idea of the kinds 
of things that interest you. For instance, how about 
stories about foreign events; do you usually read it all 
the way through, read some of it, just glance at it, or 
skip over it. 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 7 
Read some of it 11 
.. 
Just glance at it 10 
Skip over it 6 
No Answer ..1. 
Total . . . . . . . . . 36 
TABLE S-13 
Question: 
Refer to question above. (STORIES ABOUT CRIME) 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 9 
Read some of it 8 
Just glance at it 11 
Skip over it 6 
I 
No Answer 2 
Total • . . . . . . . . 36 
-
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TABLE S-14 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things 
in the paper, so I would like to get an idea of the kinds 
of things that interest you. For instance, how about C .. ' ,.. : 
do you usually read it all ~he way through, read some of 4L , 
just glance at it, or skip over it. 
Categor i zed Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 
Read some of it 
Just glance at it 
Skip over it 
No Answer 
Total • • 
TABLE S-15 
Question: 
11 
6 
4 
13 
_1 
36 
Refer to question above. (STORIES ABOUT ORDINARY PEOPLE WHO 
HAPPEN TO GET INTO THE NEWS) 
Categorized Responses: 
Usually read it all the way through 14 
Read some of it 6 
Just glance at it 8 
Skip over it 6 
No Answer 2 
' 
Total • . . . . . . . . 36 
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TABLE S-16 
Question: 
Suppose a newspaper wanted to put in more stories about 
science, but had to cut down on something else to get 
them in. Are there any sorts of items you would be will-
ing to have less of in order to get in more about science? 
Categorized Responses: 
Yes 28 
Total • • , • . • • • • • 36 
' 
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TABLE S-17 
Question: 
What sorts of items might He cut down? 
Categorized Responses: 
Society 12 
Comics 6 
Sports 5 
Ads 5 
Political News 4 
Advice Columns 4 
No Answer 2 
Other ~ 
Total ••••••••.• 44 
Since some respondents had more than one item selection for cut 
down in favor of more science, the responses total greater than 
36. 
' 
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TABLE S-18 
Question: 
Have you read any articles about any kind of science in 
a magazine within the last year? 
Categorized Responses: 
Yes 31 
No _2 
Question: 
What was it about? 
Categorized Responses: 
Medical and Health 
Space Vehicles 
No Answer 
Inventions 
Don't Remember 
Total • • • • • • • • • 36 
TABLE S-19 
Total . . . . . . . . . 
13 
15 
5 
1 
_1. 
36 
, 
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TABLE S-20 
Question: 
What magazine was it in? 
Categorized Responses: 
Popular Bookstand Publications 21 
Technical Publications 6 
Business Publications 3 
Unknown 7 
Total • • • • • • • • • 42 
Since a few respondents read science stories in more than one 
magazine, their additional readership is included. 
, 
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TABLE S-21 
Question: 
Did the science stories tell you what you were interested 
in finding out? That is, were they very complete, rather 
complete, rather incomplete, or very incomplete? 
Categorized Responses: 
Very complete 11 
Rather complete 13 
Rather incomplete 1 
Very incomplete 0 
No answer _i 
Total • • . . . • . . . 36 
, 
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